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GUIDANCE ON SCHOOL SIXTH FORM FUNDING
BRIEFING NOTE 7

FINANCING OF MAINTAINED SCHOOLS REGULATIONS

“Top-slicing” LSC sixth form allocations

An issue has arisen following the recent publication of the Financing of Maintained Schools (England) Regulations 2002.  These regulations govern the LEA funding of schools and include the LSC allocation to the LEA.  Some background is added below.

Ministers have asserted that neither the Learning and Skills Council nor Local Education Authorities would be able to top-slice the funding for sixth forms for 2002-03 for any purpose.  LEAs were not, therefore, to be allowed to top-slice the LSC sixth form allocations.  

In February, the DfES said that they proposed to introduce certain flexibilities to the school financing regulations.  These are to allow LEAs to reduce a school’s budget by up to two-thirds of the difference between the RTG and the LSC formula funding, where the latter is higher.  This is to ensure that all schools will benefit from at least one-third of the formula increase.  The Department’s clarification letter of 28 February reinforced that any such reduction would come from the school's budget after the full LSC allocation had been added to it.

What has now transpired is that the wording of the regulations differs from the way the DfES has presented the issue.  Regulation 17(3) of the Financing of Maintained Schools Regulations (England) 2002 states that the LEA may reduce the LSC allocation amount by up to two-thirds.   

This is the result of the way the Regulation was drafted to achieve the intended result - the total amount allocated to a school would be the same whether the deduction was described as taken from the LSC allocation or from the school budget as a whole. 

But what the Regulation appears to do is breach the principle that the LSC allocation will not be top-sliced for any reason - which certainly would not have been the LSC’s intention.  

The DfES conducted no external consultation on the wording of that Regulation.  National office colleagues on school sixth forms are due to meet the relevant DfES officials shortly.  We shall press the point that the drafting of the Regulations for future years - when the amount that may deducted decreases - must match more closely overall policy intentions.





Section 7 of the Learning and Skills Act 2000 provides for the LSC to pay grant to an LEA and the LEA must comply with any conditions of that grant.  

The regulations governing LEAs’ funding of their maintained schools are called The Financing of Maintained Schools (England) Regulations.  These regulations are made annually to govern the funding arrangements for the forthcoming Financial Year.

The LEA funding for a school is called in the legislation the school’s “budget share”.  For 2002-03, the financing regulations require the LEA to include in a secondary school’s budget share “an amount equal to any sum notified to the LEA by the LSC as being the allocation in respect of that school’s sixth form contained within grant payable to the LEA under section 7 of the Learning and Skills Act.” 

In this way, the LEA is required to add the full amount allocated for the school sixth form by the LSC, but the funds continue to flow to the school from the LEA with no new financing or school audit mechanisms being necessary. 

The regulations also specifically allow LEAs to add their own funding for school sixth forms.  

For 2002-03, the regulations do allow - but do not require - the LEA to make certain deductions to take account of the LSC allocations in two circumstances: one allows the LEA to reduce a school’s budget by up to two-thirds of the difference between the RTG and the LSC formula funding, where the latter is higher.  This is to ensure that all schools will benefit from at least one-third of the formula increase.  

The second is to remove ‘double counted’ non-AWPU funding.  When the RTG was calculated, it included non-AWPU funding based on the proportion of sixth formers in the school.  So a school with 1,000 pupils and a sixth form of 20% of that total will have twice as much non-AWPU funding in its RTG as a school with 1,000 pupils but a sixth form of only 100 pupils - 10%.  

However, virtually no non-AWPU factors are sixth form specific and so an LEA's formula will continue to deliver the same non-AWPU funding for both schools.  This would mean that the first school could be said to be ‘over-funded’ or ‘double-funded’.  LEAs wished to neutralise this double-funding by making appropriate scaling back of non-AWPU funding.  The DfES was sympathetic.  The regulation allowing this is very general regulation, as the formula will be  different for each LEA.  The DfES is investigating some LEAs which appear to have been somewhat over-enthusiastic in removing the double-funding.
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